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Rigorous and agile collection methodology



1. View test platform 

Participants own log in. 

Intercepted with test ads. 

Same ads ALL platforms.



2. Attention collection

App collects facial footage via 

camera while viewing.
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High Attention

Low Attention

Non-Attention

High Attention
Looking directly at the 

screen and on ad

Low Attention
Looking on or near the 

screen but not directly at 

the ad

Non-Attention
Have no ability to see; 

face nowhere near the ad 

or they have left the room
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3. Collection of device variables

Also viewability metrics, sound, 

time in view etc.

Pixels on 

screen



4. Visit Virtual Store

Participants make a choice from 

competing products on the shelf.

Final step





What have we 
learned
—



Attention in the age of distraction is not the focused version 

marketers idealize.

Remember this #1



We live in overload with 

finite mental capacity. 

We filter out most things out, let 

only some things in. This means 

we live in a default perpetual state 

of sub-consciousness.



Most marketers have 

the wrong notion of 

human attention to 

advertising.

During an ad we can 

jump from active 

viewing to active 

avoidance and back 

again 5 times.

For advertising this means we switch 
in and out of focus



Guidance Triggers can jump start attention, 

even if momentarily

Top-down triggers

Goal-oriented, personal 

relevance

Bottom-up triggers

Unexpected stimuli = 

automatic & unintended 

attention 



“If you ever want to truly 
and completely grab an 

individual’s attention, then 
you must break their 

prediction…

…when a prediction fails, 
the brain becomes primed 
to take-in and hold-onto 

new information”

Professor Jared Horvath 



Emotion is an 

unexpectedness trigger



As is sound

Attention and sound are 

related. 70% volume sweet-

spot on social platforms.





If you can’t see the ad, guidance triggers won’t help! 

Ad visibility is vital. 

Remember this #2



First, an Explanation

Screen Coverage 

vs

Ad Pixels



Why might screen 

screen coverage matter?

Spatial clutter significantly 

reduces advertising 

effectiveness and impairs 

memory.



When screen 

coverage is low, more 

clutter appears

Means lower attention 

and the lower 

likelihood the brand 

will be chosen

R2=0.93

p-value: <0.001

Coverage matters a great deal to attention



Why might ad pixels 

matter?



Because low ad pixels can be the difference between 
seeing the brand, or not

Brand in view

Brand not in view



When ad pixels are low, 

the ad can’t be seen

Means lower attention 

and the lower likelihood 

the brand will be chosen

Also means the 50%-

pixel threshold leaves 

value on the table

R2=0.89

p-value: <0.001

And we know, that ad pixels also matter a great deal 
to attention



Time on screen helps 

too, but with 

diminishing returns

(but not as much being seen 

in the first place)  



Simple. Because ad pixels, 

screen coverage, time 

playing (and sound factors) 

differ significantly. 

So why is it that 
attention varies so 
much between 
platforms
—



Attention and brand choice are cousins (not siblings) 

Remember this #3



Because advertising is not persuasive

And because most ads fail to link the ad to the 

brand at all…let alone at critical attention points

Not all attention 
translates to a 
sale…why
—



This is a high arousal, high attention moment, but 

what brand is this? 

What category is this?



We find that the mere 

presence of branding at 

attention peaks increases 

the chance of buying.

Sales are AMPLIFIED when 
attention peaks and branding 

are aligned. 
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Because our brains are trained to ‘satisfice’, this 
means: 

The attention you work so hard for will likely benefit your larger competitor.



Quality Branding

is one of the most 

underrated variables of 

success. 



Some good news: there IS value in low attention. 

Remember this #4



Low attention processing punches 

above its weight in terms of impact

Greatest uplift in sales 
impact occurs when a 
viewer moves from a pre-
attentive state to low or 
passive attention. 
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This is where distinctive 
branding (and assets) become 

even MORE important

Make it easy to recognise the brand in 

divided attention state – then attention 

and sales will be more like brothers



Remember

attention and memory 

are NOT the same thing



In an attention economy, not all reach is equal

Remember this simple truth 
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